Overlap of Viviparous1 (VP1) and Abscisic Acid Response Elements in the Em Promoter: G-Box Elements Are Sufficient but Not Necessary for VP1 Transactivation
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The relationship between promoter sequences that mediate Viviparous1 (VP1) transactivation and regulation by abscisic acid (ABA) in the wheat Em promoter was investigated using deletion analysis and directed mutagenesis. The Em1a G-box is strongly coupled to VP1 transactivation as well as to ABA regulation; however, the Em promoter includes additional components that can support VP1 transactivation without ABA responsiveness or synergism. Oligonucleotide tetramers of several G-box sequences, including Em1a, Em1b, and the dyad G-box element from the UV light-regulated parsley chalcone synthase gene, were sufficient to confer VP1 transactivation and the synergistic interaction with ABA to the -45 cauliflower mosaic virus 35S core promoter. These data suggest that VP1 can activate transcription through at least two classes of cis-acting sequences, including the G-box elements and the Sph regulatory motif found in the C1 promoter. The contrasting roles of these motifs in the Em and C1 promoters suggest a basis for the differential regulation of the corresponding genes by VP1.

INTRODUCTION

Abscisic acid (ABA) is a key regulator of gene expression associated with late embryogenesis in seed plants (Skriver and Mundy, 1990; Rock and Quatrano, 1994). Among the best characterized ABA-regulated genes is the Em gene expressed in developing wheat embryos (Marcotte et al., 1989; Quatrano et al., 1993). Analyses of ABA-responsive sequences in the Em promoter have shown that a complex of G-box elements (complex I), which includes the Em1a motif (CAGTGGC), is necessary for ABA regulation (Marcotte et al., 1989; Guiltinan et al., 1990). A homotetramer of a 22-base oligonucleotide that contains either the Em1a or Em1b sequence is sufficient to confer ABA regulation to a minimal -45 cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV) 35S core promoter (Marcotte and Quatrano, 1993).

Similar G-box elements have been implicated in responses to diverse environmental signals in plants, including red light (Giuliano et al., 1988), UV light (Weisshaar et al., 1991), and anaerobiosis (McKendree and Ferl, 1992). In addition, a variety of DNA binding proteins that bind the G-box and related sequences have been cloned from plants (reviewed in Katagiri and Chua, 1992). All of the known G-box-specific binding proteins belong to the basic domain, leucine zipper (bZIP) family of transcription factors. However, with the exception of the genetically defined Opaque2 protein of maize (Schmidt et al., 1990), specific physiological functions have not been assigned to cloned plant bZIP factors. The mechanisms that determine the specificity of G-box-coupled signal transduction pathways in plant cells remain poorly understood. Evidently, the promoter context in which the G-box element is embedded plays an important role. Williams et al. (1992) have shown that sequence differences in the bases immediately flanking the ACGT core affect the protein binding specificity of related elements. In addition, combinatorial interactions between the G-box and other regulatory sequences in the promoter may determine signal specificity (Donald and Cashmore, 1990; Weisshaar et al., 1991; Rogers and Rogers, 1992).

The viviparous1 (vp1) and ABA-insensitive (abi3) mutants identify seed-specific genes required for the ABA response associated with late embryogenesis of maize (McCarty et al., 1989b, 1991) and Arabidopsis (Giraudat et al., 1992), respectively. Analyses of the VP1 protein indicate that it functions as a transcriptional activator (McCarty et al., 1991). Sequence similarities and the analogous phenotypes suggest that Vp1 and Abi3 are functionally homologous genes (Giraudat et al., 1992).
Analysis of the maize mutants has shown that both ABA and VP1 are required for induction of the maize Em homolog during embryo development (McCarty et al., 1991). VP1 is also specifically required during seed development for the activation of C1, a regulatory gene of the anthocyanin biosynthetic pathway (McCarty et al., 1989b; Hattori et al., 1992). Our previous studies have shown that overexpression of the VP1 protein in maize cells results in transactivation of chimeric β-glucuronidase reporter genes (Em−GUS and C1−GUS) in the absence of exogenous ABA. However, several observations suggest that VP1 may interact with these unrelated downstream genes via different mechanisms. First, when ABA is present, the Em and C1 promoters respond differently to VP1 in trans. The Em promoter exhibits a strong positive synergism between VP1 and ABA, whereas the effect on the activation of C1 is less than additive. Second, the colorless/nonviviparous mutant alleles of vpt1 differentially affect expression of C1 and the maize Em homolog (McCarty et al., 1989a; McCarty, 1992; Carson, 1993). Third, the cis-acting sequences required for VP1 and ABA regulation of C1 (Hattori et al., 1992) are evidently dissimilar to the G-box ABA response sequences that have been characterized in the wheat Em promoter.

Although the C1 promoter contains an Em1a-like motif (TACGTCGGC), this element is not required for ABA or VP1 regulation. Hattori et al. (1992) showed that the cis elements required for VP1 transactivation and ABA regulation of the C1 promoter are partially separable. A conserved element in the C1 promoter (TCGTCATGCTGAGC) is essential for both ABA regulation and VP1 transactivation. An adjacent sequence (GTGTGCGT) is specifically required for ABA regulation and not VP1 transactivation.

To better understand the relationship between ABA and VP1 regulatory elements in the C1 and Em promoters and to gain insight into the role of VP1 in ABA signaling, we mapped cis-acting sequences in the wheat Em promoter that mediate VP1 transactivation. In contrast with the C1 gene, we show that the complex G-box elements, Em1a and Em1b, are strongly coupled to VP1 transactivation as well as to ABA regulation of the Em gene. Furthermore, we show that oligonucleotide tetramers of Em1a, Em1b, and a G-box consensus sequence are sufficient for VP1 transactivation and for the interaction with ABA. However, as was found in C1, separable elements in the Em promoter can support VP1 transactivation in the absence of ABA responsiveness.

RESULTS

The Sequences Necessary for VP1 Transactivation Overlap the ABA Response Elements in the Em Promoter

To determine whether the cis-acting sequences required for VP1 transactivation colocalized with ABA-responsive elements in the wheat Em promoter, a series of 5′ terminal and internal deletions of the Em promoter were tested for responsiveness to VP1 and ABA by using a maize protoplast transient expression assay (McCarty et al., 1991).

Figure 1 shows that the AT-rich sequences upstream of −243 are not essential for transactivation by VP1 or ABA regulation of Em−GUS. This result agrees with the work of Marcotte et al. (1989). Relative to the full-length promoter Em−GUS construct, VP1 transactivation and ABA activation were reduced quantitatively from 30 to 70% by the deletions of sequences upstream of −180 (BM220.10). Tests of two additional proximal 5′ deletion constructs with break points at −145 (BM220.09)
and −160 (BM220.11) gave results that were similar to BM220.10 (data not shown), indicating that no essential sequences are located upstream of −145.

Our previous studies of VP1 response sequences in the C1 promoter delineated the Sph regulatory element, which includes an RY sequence motif (Hattori et al., 1992). A 4-bp deletion (EmSΔRY), which specifically targeted a similar RY motif located at −220 in the Em promoter, did not significantly affect VP1 activation relative to the EmS construct. Removal of the RY region, however, was correlated with a two- to three-fold reduction in the strength of the synergistic interaction of ABA and VP1.

Figure 1 shows that a further truncation of the Em promoter to −130 (construct EmSm) severely inhibited responsiveness to VP1 or ABA alone. The deletion break point in the EmSm promoter disrupted the Em1a element, which has been strongly implicated in ABA regulation by the work of Marcotte et al. (1988, 1989) and Guiltinan et al. (1990). This result indicates that Em1a is an essential component of both VP1 transactivation and ABA regulation. The EmSm construct, however, was still activated significantly and exhibited a synergistic response to VP1 and ABA in combination, suggesting that a second G-box motif in complex I, Em1b, could play a role as suggested by previous studies of the Em promoter (Marcotte et al., 1989; Marcotte and Quatrano, 1993).

To test the involvement of this complex, a 70-bp internal deletion (bases −65 to −135) that removed both Em1a and Em1b from the promoter was constructed. Figure 1 shows that this deletion (construct EmΔ) abolished ABA activation. In contrast, EmΔ remained significantly responsive to VP1 transactivation (sevenfold over the basal activity). Although the EmΔ promoter remained responsive to VP1 in trans, the synergistic interaction with ABA was lost. Instead, VP1 transactivation of this promoter was inhibited slightly by the addition of hormone. Truncation of this mutant promoter to −243 (EmSΔ) strongly inhibited transactivation by VP1, indicating that the principal elements responsible for hormone-independent transactivation are located upstream of position −243. Weak, residual VP1 activity (less than threefold of the EmSΔ construct, which retained the RY domain, was detected in two of four independent experiments (data not shown). Given the effects of the RY deletion shown above, these data do not support the integral involvement of the RY motif in hormone-independent VP1 transactivation.

Complex I Is Sufficient To Confer VP1 Transactivation to a Viral Promoter

Guiltinan et al. (1991) have shown that a 76-bp fragment containing complex I is sufficient to confer ABA regulation to the −90 core region of the CaMV 35S promoter (BM226.5). Figure 2 shows that this construct is transactivated by VP1 in maize cells. The BM233.3 construct, which contains a two-base mutation in the Em1a sequence, was less strongly activated by VP1. Consistent with the promoter deletion analysis, mutagenesis of Em1a alone did not completely block VP1 and ABA regulation of this construct.

Multimerized G-Box Family Sequences Are Sufficient To Mediate VP1 and ABA Regulation and Their Synergistic Interaction

To resolve further the minimum sequence needed to confer VP1 and ABA regulation in the context of a minimal promoter, 22-mer oligonucleotide sequences were tetramerized and cloned upstream of the −45 core TATA region of the CaMV 35S promoter (BM226.5), which contains a 76-bp promoter fragment that includes the Em1a and Em1b elements fused to the −90 core region of the CaMV 35S promoter (Guiltinan et al., 1990), was tested for responsiveness to VP1 and ABA in the protoplast transactivation assay described in Figure 1. The BM233.3 construct contains a two-base change mutation in the Em1a element (CACGTGGC→CcCGgGGC where lowercase letters indicate mutated bases). VP1 and ABA activations were determined, as described in Figure 1, with 10−7 M ABA. The boxes representing promoter elements and VP1 and ABA activations are as given in Figure 1. Con., control; LUC, luciferase; WT, wild type; 35S, −90 core component of the CaMV 35S promoter.

Figure 2. Complex I is Sufficient for VP1 Transactivation and the Synergistic Interaction with ABA.

Multimerized G-Box Family Sequences Are Sufficient To Mediate VP1 and ABA Regulation and Their Synergistic Interaction

To resolve further the minimum sequence needed to confer VP1 and ABA regulation in the context of a minimal promoter, 22-mer oligonucleotide sequences were tetramerized and cloned upstream of the −45 core TATA region of the CaMV 35S promoter fused to the GUS gene. Figure 3 shows that tetramer promoters, which included either Em1a or Em1b with their immediate flanking sequences, reproduced the essential features of VP1 and ABA regulation observed with the native Em promoter. In combination, VP1 and ABA were strongly synergistic and resulted in 33- and 118-fold activation of the Em1a and Em1b tetramer constructs, respectively. Although Em1a and Em1b are flanked by apparently dissimilar sequences, the importance of context cannot be ruled out completely. To address this possibility, a tetramer of a 24-bp sequence containing the consensus dyad G-box element from the parsley chalcone synthase gene (CHS) promoter (Weisshaar et al., 1991) was tested. As shown in Figure 3, this promoter produced a response that was comparable to the Em1a minimal promoter construct. A four-base mutant derivative of the CHS G-box tetramer was completely unresponsive to VP1 and ABA.
Figure 3. Multimerized G-Box Elements Confer VP1 and ABA Responsiveness, and VP1 and ABA Synergism, to a Minimal Promoter. Synthetic 22-bp oligonucleotides that contained the Em1a or Em1b sequences were cloned four times as tetramers upstream of the -45 CaMV 35S core promoter sequence fused to the GUS gene (Marcotte and Quatrano, 1993). A tetramer of a G-box element with dyad symmetry was derived from a 24-bp oligonucleotide sequence that included box I of the UV light-regulated CHS promoter from parsley (Weisshaar et al., 1991). The mutant G-box tetramer construct was identical in sequence except for the four-base substitution in each copy of the ACGT core as indicated. VP1 and ABA activations were determined, as described in Figure 1, with 10^{-4} M ABA. Dashes indicate fold activations equal to or less than one. LUC, luciferase.

confirming that the ACGT core motifs of the oligonucleotide inserts were necessary for the response.

The Emla and Emlb Elements Are Not Functionally Redundant in Their Native Context

The experiments in Figure 3 indicate that either Em1a or Em1b can mediate VP1 activation in the context of a homotetramer promoter. To determine whether one or both elements are functionally important in their normal context in the native Em promoter, two-base mutations were introduced into the Em1a and Em1b elements of the EmS construct by oligonucleotide-directed mutagenesis. Figure 4 shows that two-base mutations converting the ACGT cores of either Em1a or Em1b to CCGG (EmX1a and EmX1b, respectively) strongly inhibited ABA induction. The Em1b mutant inhibited ABA regulation but not VP1 transactivation, suggesting that these elements have differential roles in Em regulation. However, both Em1a and Em1b mutant constructs were synergistically activated by VP1 and ABA in combination. The Em1a and Em1b mutants caused similar inhibition of ABA and mannitol activation of the Em promoter in rice protoplasts (J.L. Magnard and R.S. Quatrano, unpublished results).

DISCUSSION

Our data delineate and compare the cis-acting sequences in the Em promoter required for VP1 transactivation and ABA regulation, respectively. These results led us to three conclusions. First, G-box elements are sufficient to mediate VP1 transactivation as well as the synergistic interaction of VP1 and ABA observed in maize cells. Second, separable elements located upstream of the G-box complex in the wheat Em promoter confer VP1 responsiveness without supporting ABA regulation or the synergistic VP1 and ABA interaction. Third, in contrast with its essential function in the C1 promoter, the RX sequence motif does not play a major role in VP1 or ABA regulation of Em in protoplasts.

The Sufficiency and Specificity of G-Box Elements

Closely related G-box regulatory sequences have been implicated in a variety of signaling pathways in plants, including
red light (Donald and Cashmore, 1990), UV light (Weisshaar et al., 1991), anaerobiosis (McKendree and Fert, 1992), and ABA (Marcotte et al., 1989). Two mechanisms believed to contribute to the specificity of the responses mediated by the G-box motif are (1) differences in the sequences flanking the ACCT core that determine affinity for DNA binding factors (Williams et al., 1992) and (2) combinatorial interactions between G-box binding factors and other regulatory elements in the promoters (Donald and Cashmore, 1990; Weisshaar et al., 1991). The latter studies indicate that the G-box element alone is not sufficient to confer light activation. In contrast, studies in several systems have shown that a multimerized (four to six tandem copies) G-box or closely related motif is sufficient to confer to ABA responsivity to a minimal promoter in plant cells (Lam and Chua, 1991; Skriver et al., 1991; Marcotte and Quatrano, 1993). Our results showed that as tetramers, any of several G-box-like sequences, including the parsley CHS G-box normally associated with light regulation, can confer ABA as well as VP1 responsiveness in maize protoplasts. The fact that the Em1a, Em1b, and CHS G-box oligonucleotides tested contained dissimilar flanking sequences implies that the core G-box motif by itself conveys the necessary specificity for VP1 transactivation.

At a minimum, the tetramer experiments identified a context in which the G-box is sufficient for ABA and VP1 regulation; however, extrapolation of this result to the function of the Em1a and Em1b elements in their normal context should be tempered by at least two considerations.

First, the consequences of multimerizing the G-box element are poorly understood. Multimerization could introduce cooperative interactions or other nonphysiological effects that would mask a requirement for interactions with other components in the natural context. We have noted that as a monomer, the G-box is not sufficient for ABA regulation in rice protoplasts (Marcotte and Quatrano, 1993; W.R. Marcotte, unpublished results). A situation in which multiple copies of a single component can substitute where a complex of heterologous elements is required in the normal promoter has been described for the gibberellin response complex in an α-amylase promoter of barley (Rogers and Rogers, 1992). Remarkably, Rogers and Rogers (1992) showed that in the same system, a single Em1a element could confer ABA responsiveness when combined with heterologous components of the gibberellin response complex. In yet another context, we have found that the solitary Em1a-like element (TACGTTGCC) located at a comparable position in the C7 promoter is essential for light regulation of that gene (C.-Y. Kao, I.K. Vasil, and D.R. McCarty, unpublished results) but does not function in ABA signaling or VP1 transactivation (Hattori et al., 1992). Overall, these observations are consistent with the idea that in a normal context, the functional specificity of the G-box is conditioned by interactions with other regulatory elements, as has been proposed for other signaling pathways. VP1-coupled elements in the Em promoter upstream of position −243 and elements such as Em2 (J.L. Magnard and R.S. Quatrano, unpublished results) could play a role in this type of coupling interaction.

Second, the tetramer results do not imply that Em1a and Em1b necessarily have equivalent functions. The mutagenesis experiments indicated that in their normal context, these elements are not simply redundant. In their native context, both Em1a and Em1b participate in ABA regulation but contribute differentially to VP1 transactivation. Moreover, in vitro footprinting studies indicate that Em1a and Em1b have different specificities for DNA binding proteins (Guiltinan et al., 1990), suggesting that they may bind different factors in vivo. One possibility is that there is sufficient overlap in the specificity of Em1a and Em1b binding factors to allow a homotetrameric site to substitute for a heteromeric Em1a–Em1b complex.

The Role of VP1 in Gene Activation and ABA Signaling

We have shown that the ABA response complex in Em also mediates VP1 transactivation and ABA and VP1 synergism. The evidence that ABA induction of Em does not require protein synthesis (Williamson and Quatrano, 1988) suggests that the VP1 activator acts directly through the G-box elements rather than through the activation of intermediate regulatory genes. Although VP1 has a functionally defined transcriptional activation domain, there is little evidence that VP1 by itself binds directly to DNA (McCarty et al., 1991). Although we speculate that VP1 may function as a coactivator that interacts with the G-box via protein–protein contacts with G-box–specific DNA binding proteins, direct evidence of physical interactions with known G-box binding proteins is currently lacking. The recombinant VP1 protein has not been shown to interact detectably with G-box oligonucleotide probes in mobility shift assays, and VP1 antibodies failed to perturb G-box binding activities present in embryo extracts (B. Li and D.R. McCarty, unpublished results). Until the native biochemical properties of the VP1 protein and G-box binding protein complexes are better understood, it is difficult to interpret the negative results of the in vitro studies.

The observation that VP1 can also activate Em transcription through cis elements that are separable from the ABA response complex suggests that VP1 can interact with a second class of regulatory elements. A similar distinction between VP1- and ABA-responsive sequences has been demonstrated in the C7 promoter (Hattori et al., 1992). In the C7 promoter, the Sph element (TCGTCCATGCATGCAC) is necessary (Hattori et al., 1992) and sufficient for VP1 regulation (C.-Y. Kao, I.K. Vasil, and D.R. McCarty, unpublished results). The 3′ portion of the Sph domain of C7 contains the RY sequence motif (Dickinson et al., 1988). Our data, however, indicate that a similar RY motif located in the proximal region of the Em promoter has at most minor involvement in VP1 and ABA regulation and is not sufficient for VP1 transactivation. These results are consistent with evidence that the functionally defined boundaries of Sph extend beyond the RY sequence motif in C7 (Hattori et al., 1992; C.-Y. Kao, I.K. Vasil, and D.R. McCarty, unpublished results). On the other hand, upstream elements located
between positions –243 and –542 in conjunction with the core TATA region of the wheat Em promoter are sufficient for hormone-independent transactivation of Em. Although this AT-rich upstream region lacks good G-box consensus motifs, it includes a second RY motif at position –389 (TGTCATGCAT). The sequences flanking this RY, however, do not otherwise closely resemble the Sph domain of C1.

Our data indicate that the synergistic interaction between VP1 and ABA is a characteristic of the G-box-mediated response that does not require the upstream VP1 response sequences. This is consistent with the finding that G-box-type elements are not involved in the nonsynergistic VP1–ABA response mediated by the GTGTC–Sph complex of C1 (Hattori et al., 1992). The fact that both the Emx1a and Emx1b mutants were synergistically activated by VP1 and ABA (Figure 4) indicates that multiple G-box copies are not required for synergism. This result does not support models that invoke cooperative DNA binding of G-box binding factors (GBFs) as the sole basis for synergism. Another possibility is that two classes of GBE proteins occupy these sites: a constitutive class that has a low-binding affinity for VP1, and an ABA-induced class that has a high-binding affinity for VP1 and is capable of causing weak activation in the absence of VP1. In this scenario, VP1 could transactivate Em in the absence of a hormone via the weak interaction with the constitutive GBF. In the presence of ABA, VP1 would activate more strongly because the GBF with low VP1 affinity would be replaced by the GBF with high VP1 affinity.

A superficial similarity in the organization of conserved elements in the two promoters shown in Figure 5 belies the evidence that different combinations of elements mediate ABA and VP1 regulation of the C1 and Em genes. A capacity to interact with factors that bind the ABA-specific sites as well as hormone-independent regulatory sequences might allow the VP1 activator to participate in a coupling or integration of the ABA response with other intrinsic developmental signals (Hattori et al., 1992; Rogers and Rogers, 1992; McCarty, 1993). The key regulatory elements involved in VP1 transactivation and ABA regulation of the Em and C1 genes, respectively, are summarized schematically. The scheme for C1 is derived from Hattori et al. (1992). In both promoters, an ABA response sequence occurs in conjunction with a separable element capable of mediating VP1 transactivation alone. In C1, hormone-independent transactivation is mediated by the Sph element, whereas a similar RY motif present in Em is not essential for VP1 or ABA regulation. Hormone-independent activation of Em by VP1 is mediated by promoter elements located between positions –243 and –542. GT is a GTGTCGTGTC sequence motif adjacent to Sph that is required for ABA regulation of C1. The composition of G-box complex I is given in the legend to Figure 1. The filled boxes represent the RY sequence motif present in the Em promoter and is one component of the Sph regulatory element.

Figure 5. Regulatory Components of the Em and C1 Promoters Involved in VP1 and ABA Regulation.

The key regulatory elements involved in VP1 transactivation and ABA regulation of the Em and C1 genes, respectively, are summarized schematically. The scheme for C1 is derived from Hattori et al. (1992). In both promoters, an ABA response sequence occurs in conjunction with a separable element capable of mediating VP1 transactivation alone. In C1, hormone-independent transactivation is mediated by the Sph element, whereas a similar RY motif present in Em is not essential for VP1 or ABA regulation. Hormone-independent activation of Em by VP1 is mediated by promoter elements located between positions –243 and –542. GT is a GTGTCGTGTC sequence motif adjacent to Sph that is required for ABA regulation of C1. The composition of G-box complex I is given in the legend to Figure 1. The filled boxes represent the RY sequence motif present in the Em promoter and is one component of the Sph regulatory element.

Differential Regulation of the Em and C1 Genes

The finding that VP1 activation is mediated by dissimilar sequences in the Em and C1 promoters suggests a basis for the differential regulation of the corresponding genes by ABA and VP1 in maize. Because of the synergism afforded by the G-box complex, the wheat Em promoter has greater responsiveness to ABA. Quantitatively, Em expression is more sensitive to changes in hormone level. This might account for the observation that expression of the maize Em homolog is greatly reduced in ABA-deficient mutants (McCarty et al., 1991), although such mutants do not block anthocyanin expression in the seed. Analysis of anthocyanin-deficient, nonviviparous vp7 alleles, which differentially affect regulation of maize Em and C1 genes in the developing seed (McCarty et al., 1989a; McCarty and Carson, 1990; McCarty, 1992; Carson, 1993), and mutagenesis studies of the VP1 protein (L. Rosenkrans, S. Coccilone, and D.R. McCarty, manuscript in preparation) suggest that activation of the two genes involves different functional domains in the VP1 protein. Whether the wheat Em and maize C1 promoters typify broader classes of ABA-regulated genes or whether still other motifs are employed remains to be determined.

METHODS

Protoplast Transient Expression Assays

Protoplasts were prepared from maize suspension culture cells for electroporation, as described previously (Vasil et al., 1989; McCarty...
Plasmid Constructions

The construction of the pBM113Kp (wild-type EM–GUS) and BM220.10 plasmids is described in Marcotte et al. (1988, 1989). EmS was constructed by digestion of pBM113Kp DNA with SacI and religation of the backbone fragment. To construct Emxla and Emxtb, two base change mutations were introduced into the respective Emta and Emvb CYGT motifs in the EmS promoter by oligonucleotide-directed mutagenesis performed using the Altered Sites system according to manufacturer's instructions (Promega). For mutagenesis, the EmS gene was subcloned into the pSelect plasmid (Promega). The mutant oligonucleotides 5'-GCTGTCGCGCCCCGGGTCCGGCAAGG-3' (Emta specific) and 5'-GAGGCGCGGCCGCCGGTGCAAGC-3' (Emtb specific) created Smal sites at Emta and Emtb, respectively. The mutants were confirmed by DNA sequencing and subcloned back into pUC19 for transient expression analysis. The EmSm promoter deletion was constructed by digestion of Emxla with Smal and religation of the backbone fragment.

The EmΔ internal deletion was constructed by first generating a pair of Nael restriction sites in the BM113Kp promoter by oligonucleotide-directed mutagenesis as described earlier. The mutagenic oligonucleotides 5'-CGCCACTGGCCGGCAAG-3' and 5'-GTGAAGCACGCCG-GGCCGGACGT-3' were designed to generate Nael sites at positions -65 and -135, and were used simultaneously to prime second strand DNA synthesis in the Altered Sites system to generate both sites in a single step. The doubly mutated sequence was subcloned back into pUC19, and the resulting plasmid was digested with Nael. The large Nael backbone fragment was recircularized to generate EMA. The mutant plasmid was digested with Nael, and the resulting plasmid was digested with SacI. The deletion was confirmed by DNA sequencing.

To construct EmSΔRY, a directed three-base mutation was made in the Em3 promoter using an oligonucleotide, 5'-GACTCTGGTGGATCATGATGTCGACG-3', that created a BamHI and a NcoI restriction site in the Sph I element. The mutant plasmid was digested with NcoI, treated with 5' nucleases to remove the four-base overhang, and religated. The Emta and Emtb tetramer plasmids are described by Marcotte and Quatrano (1993). The chalcone synthase (CHS) G-box tetramer construct is described in Weisshaar et al. (1991). The pBM226.5 and pBM2333 plasmids are described in Guiltnan et al. (1990).
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